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Roy Crawford Foundation Scholarship For
 High School Seniors

The Roy Crawford Education and Development Foundation will
award five scholarships of $2,000 each to students entering a
college or trade school in Fall 2021. This scholarship is open to
graduating seniors who are employed by an ARM member or who
have a parent/guardian employed by an ARM member.

Please share this opportunity with those who can use it.

For registration information contact The Association of Rotational Molders at
adamw@rotomolding.org or phone 630/790-3095.
The deadline to enter is April 2, 2021.

Editor’s Note:

Professor Crawford was a member of the Society of Plastics Engineers, who devoted his
entire professional career to understanding and teaching plastics technology. He was
Vice Chancellor of Waikato University, New Zealand, Technical Editor of Rotoworold®
magazine and Technical Services Director of the Association of Rotational Molders
International. He has published over 200 papers, authored five textbooks on plastics
and engineering materials, and is the former Director of the Polymer Processing
Research Centre (PPRC) at Queen’s University of Belfast.

Glenn L. Beall

Applications open for Bill Bregar Memorial Scholarship

Bill Bregar Staff Portraits at K Show October 2019 Foto: Caroline
Seidel Detroit — Applications are being accepted for the Bill Bregar
Memorial Scholarship, which was established on behalf of the Bregar
family by Crain Communications and the Society of Plastics
Engineers Foundation. This fund supports aspiring journalists and
business communicators in plastics and manufacturing industries.
Bregar, who died in 2020, spent 31 years reporting on the plastics industry and joined
Crain Communications' Plastics News as a staff reporter shortly before the publication's
launch in 1989.
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The application for his 2021 scholarship is open on the SPE Foundation website
until April 1, 2021.

"Most of our scholarship applicants are engineering and science majors. We are asking
members of the plastics industry to help us promote Bill's scholarship to their families
and their friends' and colleagues' families. We're looking for journalism and
communications majors," says Eve Vitale, chief executive at the SPE Foundation.
"It's very important that we find strong scholars whose journalistic integrity is on par
with Bill's legacy, to benefit from this scholarship," she said.

Bill was known for his support of SPE's technical divisions and could be counted on for
excellent reporting on conferences and new technologies.

"Bill was very good to the rotational molding division over the years," said Glenn Beall,
of Glenn Beall Plastics and a Plastics Hall of Fame member. "It is our privilege to
support a scholarship in his name."

The SPE Foundation reports that it is halfway to the goal of $31,000 to honor Bill's 31
years at PN. The fund hopes to support 10 $3,100 scholarships for deserving students
and is accepting donations through the Bill Bregar Scholarship Fund website.

The SPE Foundation supports the development of plastics professionals by funding
quality educational programs, grants and scholarships emphasizing science,
engineering, sustainability and manufacturing while working to create inclusive
opportunities for students around the world.

For information, www.4spe.org/foundation, phone: +1.203.740.5412

Editor’s Note: I had the good fortune to be introduced to Bill Bregar in the Press Room
of the Composites Institute Conference in 1991 or 1992. Over the years we saw each
other in Press Rooms at conferences, exhibits, ANTEC, etc. and we became friends. If
you know of anyone in your family or your circle of friends, with an aspiring young
journalist, please call this offer to their attention. Bill is gone, but we are still friends.    

Glenn L. Beall

Milwaukee SPE Section’s “People In The News”

The Society of Plastics Engineer’s has announced the 2021 class
of recipients of its coveted FELLOW of the Society. Jeffrey A.
Jansen, Engineering Manager and Partner, The Madison
Group Nominated by the SPE Injection Molding Division   

This program honors SPE members for their outstanding contributions in the field of
plastics engineering, science/technology, or in the management of such activities.

“These awards carry significant weight as they are given by a committee made up of a
blend of professionals from different disciplines who are committed to and work within
the plastics industry and are all Fellows.”

Substantial contributions include being an inventor, proprietor, creator or developer of
a new concept or a driving force in reducing such to practice, or a recognized leader of
such an effort with responsibilities that go beyond the administrative, such that
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accomplishment could not have been made without that individual’s dedicated
leadership. Since the Fellow grade was established in 1984, there have only been 354
members who have qualified and received this award.

Jeffrey Jansen is the Engineering Manager and a Partner at the Madison Group, an
independent plastics engineering and consulting firm. Jansen is a proven plastic
professional with more than 30 years of experience solving problems and addressing
opportunities related to polymeric materials and has performed over 5,000 investigations.
Jansen specializes in failure analysis, material identification and selection, as well as
compatibility, aging, and lifetime prediction studies for thermoplastic materials. Jansen
enjoys sharing his plastics knowledge and is a regular presenter on the SPE webinar
series, covering a wide range of topics related to plastics failure, material performance,
testing, and polymer technology. Jansen is a graduate of Carroll College and the
Milwaukee School of Engineering.

Condensed from Plastics Engineering Magazine’s February 2021 Issue. Glenn L. Beall

Don't forget to submit
your Board Nominations
by April 21st!

The 2021 SPE Golf Event will be held July
12th at River Club of Mequon. Details
coming soon!

Share Exciting Career News & Business Moves at your company! The SPE
Milwaukee newsletter is happy to share stories about people making waves in our
industry. To submit articles of interest, please email Amy Schermetzler at
aschermetz@gmail.com.

The Importance of Plastic Product Design - Glenn L. Beall

I have always considered myself fortunate in that my first job out of college in 1957 was
as a design engineer in the plastics industry. Those were exciting growth years for the
industry. You only had to be there to be swept along by the growth of the
industry. Plastics are now this country’s third largest manufacturing sector. Today, the
amount of plastic materials being produced continues to grow approximately twice as
fast as the Gross Domestic Product. But the amount of overall manufacturing being
done in the U.S. is declining. However, America is still a major manufacturing country,
and the plastics industry is an important part of the manufacturing industry.

It has always been manufacturing that made a super power of first Great Britain,
followed by Germany, and then the United States, and in the future China. It was the
United States’ large manufacturing capability that turned the tide during the Second
World War and the Cold War that followed. What Communist China will do with its
super power status in the future remains to be seen.

All indications are that U.S. manufacturing jobs will continue to be out-sourced to low-
labor-rate countries. Conventional wisdom is that manufacturing will be replaced by an
information driven service economy. The final outcome of this change from a
manufacturing to a service-based economy remains to be seen.
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A strong manufacturing section is important to all industrialized nations. It has always
been well-paying manufacturing jobs that generated the tax revenue that supports all
of the government services that modern man has come to expect. Well-paying
manufacturing jobs also generate the salaries that allow people to purchase all of the
consumer products that are now flooding the market. Every manufacturing job also
supports 3 to 5 additional jobs in the food and service sectors of the economy.

A strong manufacturing industry is important to maintaining the current high standard
of living enjoyed by Americans.

Returning to the topic of plastic product design, I do not believe that design engineers
are responsible for, or can they eliminate the problems besetting the manufacturing
industry. I do however, feel strongly that good product design can allow domestic
manufacturers to do a better job of competing in a global economy.

Many of the things that we take for granted are not found in nature, but are
manufactured. The chair you are sitting in, your cell phone, your computer, and your
ballpoint pen are all manufactured products that started out as a mental image in the
mind of a product designer.

The relationship that exists between a product designer and efficient manufacturing is
very important, as the industry can only produce what the designer
draws. Manufacturers therefore, have to be concerned with how well the designers do
their jobs.

Think for a moment about how the new product design process works. To begin with,
creative product designers are dreamers. They are those strange people who can see
things that do not exist. And then they make sketches of these mental images so that
other people can see what they saw in their mind’s eye.

Meetings are held to discuss those sketches. There is arguing in those meetings, and
decisions are made. This is followed by a frantic stampede to get this new idea into
production as soon as possible. Processing machines are purchased, plastic material is
ordered, and molds get built. Out of that new mold comes a plastic part that sees the
light of day for the first time. For the product designer this is birth and creativity. He
probably does not own that part, but if he designed it, he considers it “his part”

But the story does not end there. If the designer did a good job, that new part by itself,
or in combination with other parts, makes a product that takes on a life of its own and
important things begin to happen. But, why do they happen?

They happen because the manufacturer had to buy some plastic material in order to
mold that part. He had to pay someone to run the molding machine. He also purchases
a box to put it in. He then hires a trucker to deliver the part to Walmart. If you can find
a clerk at Walmart, you could buy one of those parts. And if you do, somebody else at
Walmart would ring up that sale. Once a day an accountant will total up those sales,
and then everybody up and down the chain of supply will get paid. And then taxes will
be collected, and the government takes those taxes and hires a special investigator. To
follow President Clinton and Monica Lewinsky around the back alleys of Washington,
D.C., while the television industry sells millions of dollars worth of advertising to inform
the world that the soiled, little blue dress was actually made in a sweatshop in Asia.

If there is any money left over, the government builds a road. It will not be where a
road is needed, but nonetheless they will build a road. We can then drive down that



road to get to work faster to make more money, and with that money, we buy a bigger
car, a sports utility vehicle, or even a Tesla, so that we can drive down the road in style
to take our kids to college, or go on vacation, buy plastic luggage, stay in upscale
hotels, and eat in expensive restaurants. And the great wheel of commerce begins to
turn. And why does it turn? It turns because some engineer designed a plastic part that
was not just good enough, but was a great part that satisfied a marketplace need or an
opportunity, and had what it took to seduce a shopper into spending money to posses
that product.

If the plastics industry wants to continue to be a part of that stream of commerce, it is
important for all designers to know about the advantages of plastic materials and
plastic manufacturing procedures when they start thinking about designing a new
product. It is important to recognize that it is the product design engineer who
normally selects the material and the manufacturing process that will be used to
produce a new product. Their decision can make, or break a market segment.

I have spent my entire career designing and developing plastic products.  I have by the
“trial and error” method learned a lot about plastic product design. The growth of this
industry provided me with an endless stream of intellectually stimulating new
projects. The work was enjoyable and, best of all, I got paid for having fun.

It is a regrettable fact that the manufacturing of plastic products is migrating to other
low-labor rate countries. However, there is a high probability that the design and
development of new plastic products will remain in the industrialized countries close to
the corporate headquarters of the original equipment manufacturers.

Design is important to the survival of our manufacturing industry. It is a simple fact of
life that manufacturing can only produce what engineers design. If the designer does a
proper job, manufacturing will be efficient and customer acceptance will be good. If the
design is lacking, cost, quality, and delivery will be affected, and sales will suffer
accordingly.

There are many students in college today who will soon be looking for jobs. The
plastics industry will hire these young people without being aware that very few of
them have had an instruction in plastic technology, or the design of plastic products or
parts. Regrettably, most of them will be left to learn plastics technology by the
inefficient trial and error process. Most college students are smart, and they are
accustomed to learning from professors or mentors, and books. They will be quick to
learn, but only if their employers provide them with mentors and learning
opportunities.

If this “By Design” series of articles generates some interest, future articles will address
ways of improving the design of the plastic parts and products produced in America. 

Please join us at our next Board Meeting and learn about what
the board has planned for 2021. All chapter members and guests
are invited and encouraged to attend. RSVP to Todd Menna at
todd.menna@element.com if you wish to attend!

Tuesday, May 11th - 5:30 pm
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Thank you to our 2021 Sponsors!
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